
European right wing policy - a topic for anti-fascists

The question of how the political situation develops in the various European states is not only important for 
parties, but also interests anti-fascist organizations, trade unions and networks. The growing influence of right-
wing populist and extreme right-wing parties at national level in many countries of the European Union is a 
development that from the point of view of antifascism is of great concern.
In Hungary they have been in the government for several years, in Poland the PiS government has been in po-
wer since the last election. In Denmark, the Danske Volkeparti rules, in Austria the right-wing extremist FPÖ 
lead by Hans Christian Strache is the coalition partner of the ÖVP. And in Italy, the new right-wing govern-
ment is dominated by the leader of the racist Lega, Matteo Salvini.

In the last weeks, four rounds of discussions with the Secretary General of the FIR took place in Düsseldorf, 
Frankfurt / M., Magdeburg and Vienna.
It was an overview of the political influence of the extreme right on government policy, but also about the social 
influence, without being in government, as in the Netherlands, France and not at least in Germany.
The Secretary-General of the FIR explained the core topics of the right-wing populist ideological offensive on 
the example of the various countries.

•	 the criticism of refugee policy and the growing racism against „strangers“ and minorities in the respec-
tive countries, which extends to the propagated „refugee-free zone in Eastern Europe“ (Victor Orban) 
or the planned introduction of a racist „population register“ (Matteo Salvini),

•	 the forms of the open revision of history, as they are particularly in the Baltic republics, but also in other 
Eastern European countries recorded, which is directed against the memory of the anti-fascist resistan-
ce and the liberation of the Soviet Army (Poland),

•	 the dismantling of democratic rights and freedoms, the tightening of police and control laws and the 
restriction of media diversity,

•	 as well as an aggressive foreign policy, which revive the enemy images of the Cold War in the East.
From the implications of this debate, it becomes apparent that the increasing influence of extreme right-wing 
forces on the governmental policies of European states has long ceased to be a national matter, but is having an 
impact on the entire European Union‘s policy.
On the other hand, it is imperative that the active democratic, anti-fascist, social and civil society counter-mo-
vements not only come together in the respective countries and organize resistance together, but that networ-
king at European level.

The potential exists. In recent months, two large demonstrations with several 10,000 participants took place 
in Austria against the FPÖ / ÖVP government. In Italy, well over 100,000 people demonstrated against racist 
violence and for the defense of the antifascist values of the constitution. In Germany several tens of thousands 
of people went to the streets in different cities against police laws, the AfD or the presumption of power of the 
Bavarian state government. In France, trade unionists in particular showed their protest against the plans for 
welfare cuts in the Macron government, after delaying the advance of the LePen party.
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But the forces of resistance are distributed differently. In Hungary, Poland and the Baltic republics, the de-
mocratic counter-forces are much weaker. They, too, would find it helpful if a common European resistance 
against the advance of the right-wing parties could join forces and thus influence the preparation of the elec-
tions to the European Parliament.
In this sense, the FIR and its member federations have a great responsibility to use their opportunities for the 
networking of all democratic social groups.
That‘s the order of the day.

Ulrich Schneider

Road map for European electoral campaign 2019

What are the tasks/ ideas? 
Creating a political network of different organizations and partners to influence the European electoral cam-
paign. 
Organizing an open international conference in Brussels about the status quo of extreme right danger in 
Europe. How can we mobilize alternatives?
Organizing a coordinated media campaign in 2019 to influence the public debate.

Who are the partners? 
FIR should try to create a co-operation with the following groups and structures: 
FIR Member federations from various countries, 
ENAR (European Network against Racism), UNITED, 
Members of European Parliament (from different parliamentarian groups), 
European structures of trade unions 

What should be the message? 
•	 Stop the rise of extreme right groups and attempts in the European Parliaments
•	 Working together against Racism and all nationalistic attempts in Europe
•	 Common declaration, what kind of Europe for the people we stand for 
•	 “Back to the roots” of the European idea of peace and equal rights for every country

Supporting all national initiatives against extreme right and right populist groups

Date Tasks Event/ how to manage
September 2018 “Call of FIR” (addressed to networks 

and federations)
Press release
Press-conference in Brussels

November 2018 Work-Meeting with co-operators 
Preparing a proposal for a common 
declaration

“Europe against right wing populist 
and racism”

January 2019 International Political Conference in 
Brussels with partners

“Europe against right wing populist 
and racism”

February/ March 
2019

Distributing the political message of the 
conference 

April 2019 Media campaign Press-conferences in several Eu-
ropean capitals at the same date

May 2019 Statements to political aspects of the 
Electoral campaign

End of June 2019 Meeting with partners to evaluate the 
results of common work 
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The declaration of Milan
On 1 July, the Italian Federation of FIR, ANED (Associazione Nationale Ex Deportati Nei Campi nazisti) orga-
nized a meeting of the International Camp Committees in Milan. After a very fruitful debate on common tasks, 
on work with and in the memorial sites and with the younger generations, they decided on the “Milan Call”, a 
statement on common tasks and an appeal to all elected and responsible persons in the different national and Eu-
ropean institutions. The FIR supports this statement and calls on affiliates to disseminate this valuable statement 
from the International Camp Committees.

Facing the known threats against European memory, the future of Europe and its citizens, we launch the fol-
lowing appeal:
We are the custodians of the testimonies of the survivors of the Nazi crimes. We carry this living and painful 
memory and we speak for the thousands of men and women who have survived the camps, for their descen-
dants or for the simple citizens who are active in our respective associations. 
We are also committed to preserving the former concentration camps which have become memorials of Hu-
manity from oblivion, banalisation and destruction; we take inspiration for that work from the Resolution of 
the European Parliament of February, 11, 1993 “on the European and international protection as historic mon-
uments of the places of the former Nazi concentration camps.» We are outraged by the recent attacks against 
the memorials in Mauthausen and Flossenbürg.
We are indignant about the fact that a UNO Resolution of November 21st, 2014 “Combating glorification of 
Nazism, neo-nazism and other practices that contribute to fuelling contemporary forms of racism, racial dis-
crimination, xenophobia and related intolerance.” was not adopted due to three negative votes and 55 absten-
tions (among them the Member States of the European Union).
We remain vigilant in the face of nationalist and populist attempts to eradicate from European memory these 
places of inhumanity but also of struggle and of solidarity. 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 reminds us that “disregard and contempt for human rights 
have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind”. Hundreds of thousands of 
deportees to the Nazi camps have become the victims of these barbarous acts.
For more than seventy years now, the survivors and their descendants have remained faithful to the commit-
ments taken at the moment of liberation of the camps. They have worked tirelessly for peace and fraternal sol-
idarity among nations. Through their testimonies, they have been fighting racism, antisemitism, xenophobia 
and extreme right ideas in Europe.
Confronted with the arrival of refugees fleeing from war and misery, certain European states answer by totally 
closing their borders instead of offering humanitarian assistance. The Mediterranean has become a huge cem-
etery where the hopes of thousands of men, women, and children have come to an end. Europe seems to have 
lost its memory: many Europeans were refugees themselves before and after the war. They have been met with 
solidarity but also with discrimination and rejection. Europe must learn the terrible lessons from its recent past 
and not turn a blind eye on its responsibilities.
Which values are we willing to transmit to the younger generations? Egotism and the fear of others must not 
replace the values of humanism, which are at the core of our common history and commitments.
Our appeal therefore goes to all elected officials in various national and European institutions: your efforts to 
reach appropriate responses to the migration phenomenon must be driven first and foremost with regard to 
human dignity. 

First Signatories:
• Associazione Nazionale Ex Deportati Nei Campi nazisti (ANED):
Dario Venegoni, Président, Aldo Pavia: Vice-Président 
• Comité International de BUCHENWALD-DORA:
Dominique Durand, President
• Comité International de DACHAU:
Jean-Michel Thomas, Président, Preben Dietrichson, Administrateur 
• Association des déportés et familles des disparus du camp de concentration de FLOSSENBÜRG et Kommandos:
Michel Clisson, Président
• Comité International de MAUTHAUSEN 
Guy Dockendorf, Président, Floriana Maris, Vice-Présidente, Jean-Louis Roussel, Vice-Président 
• Comité International de NATZWEILER-STRUTHOF:
Jean-Marie Muller, Président, Claes Reksten, Secrétaire général 
• Amicale Internationale de NEUENGAMME:
Jean-Michel Gaussot, Président, Christine Eckel, Secrétaire générale, 
• Comité International de RAVENSBRÜCK:
Ambra Laurenzi, Présidente, Jeanine Bochat, Vice-Présidente 
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A problematic interference in the concentration camp memorial Mauthausen

In the summer of 2018, there was a serious interference with the building fabric of the largely preserved me-
morial site of the Mauthausen concentration camp. An elevator tower was erected, with a memorial plaque for 
the camp’s American liberators disappearing and a wide hole cut into the historic perimeter wall. The reason 
given for this intervention was that access to the camp was easier for people with disabilities. Also, the State 
Conservation Office has formulated no objections.

No one can object to barrier-free access to the memorial. However, one must criticize on the one hand that 
completely insensitive was intervened in the historical fabric and no other technically possible solution was 
looked for, and on the other hand, that throughout the construction planning and implementation of no infor-
mation were given to the survivor associations and other organizations that are connected with the commem-
orating work in Mauthausen.

Therefore, survivor associations and their political succes-
sors criticize this approach of memorial administration. 
“They staked us a tower in the middle of the concentration 
camp. That does not exist anywhere in the world,“ criticizes 
the chairman of the Mauthausen Committee Austria Willi 

Mernyi. Guy Dockendorf, longtime Director General of the Ministry of Culture of Luxembourg and now Pres-
ident of the International Mauthausen Committee representing concentration camp survivors from 22 nations, 
sees this construction as an “attack on the historic substance in Mauthausen” and demands: “The tower must 
be demolished !“ In addition, the chairperson of the scientific advisory board of the memorial criticized the 
implementation.

The commercial director of the memorial defended the procedure with “material constraints”, but admitted 
that no information about the construction measures had been passed. Even with the US Embassy was still 
talking about how to deal with the memorial plaque for the American liberators in the future - in plain lan-
guage, they have also faced “accomplished facts”.

In a letter to the victims’ associations and the political leaders, the historian and secretary-general of the FIR, 
Dr. Ulrich Schneider underlined:
“Concentration camp memorial sites are often the last visible originals of fascist terror in a region. Therefore, 
such historical signs must be under the special protection of historic preservation. It is therefore completely 
incomprehensible that the administration of the Mauthausen Memorial Concentration Camp had – for the 
alleged reasons of “disability-friendliness” – erected a lift at the site, which cleared the memorial stone for the 
American liberators of the camp and destroyed part of the historic wall. Such planning shows a completely in-
sensitive approach to the historical place, regardless of whether or not the National Monuments Conservation 
Office has agreed.
What weighs at least as heavy is the fact that this intervention in the structural structure and the ensemble of 
the historic place without consultation with those affected, the International Mauthausen Committee and the 
Austrian Mauthausen Committee were completed. Whoever acts like this knows that he has to expect contra-
diction - but he wants to create perfect facts.
The FIR is shocked and concerned about such a deal with the historic location and the former inmates of the 
Mauthausen concentration camp, their family members and others involved in the commemoration work.
We expect a substantive explanation from those responsible who are not hiding behind “practical constraints.”

International law must apply
FIR recalls the Munich dictation of 1938

Under the harmless title “Munich Agreement”, the fate of CSR was decided on 29 September 1938 in a con-
ference between Germany, the United Kingdom, France and Italy and their government representatives Adolf 
Hitler, Neville Chamberlain, Benito Mussolini and Edouard Daladier. A Czechoslovak government delegation 
was not allowed in these talks. It was informed of the results after the conference and was finally asked for ap-
proval. Therefore, this agreement rightly bears the name “Munich Dictation”.

The extradition of the Sudetenland to Hitler Germany was sealed by the agreement and the “conditions and 
modalities” and the “measures to be taken thereafter” were determined. The CSR lost 29,000 square miles of 
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territory and four million inhabitants. The government of CSR was forced to vacate the area “without destroy-
ing any existing facilities” and without damaging them. It was about the assumption of intact military facilities, 
functioning industrial enterprises, mining and transport through Hitler Germany.

The dictates of Munich were the first step in the destruction of the Czechoslovak state planned by German 
fascism. This was followed by the occupation of Czech territory by Poland on 2 October. Four weeks later, on 2 
November, the so-called First Vienna Arbitration Award of Germany and Italy handed over Slovak territories 
of 12,000 square kilometers and one million inhabitants, including members of the Hungarian minority, to 
Hungary. The end was the declaration of independence of Slovakia, ordered by Hitler and carried out by the 
Catholic priest Josef Tiso on March 14 and the occupation of the “rest of Czechoslovakia” by the fascist troops 
on March 15, 1939. On March 16, the protectorate named Bohemia and Moravia was created. The Munich 
dictation was thus part of the preparation of the fascist war of aggression.

Political co-responsibility for the smashing of Czechoslovakia and thus the fascist war policy also contributed 
to the governments of Great Britain and France, who believed in their “appeasement policy” by concessions to 
Hitler to be able to secure peace in Europe. Despite criticism of the shameful policies of England and France, it 
should not be forgotten that Hitler and Mussolini were the criminals in Munich and not Chamberlain and Da-
ladier. The Benesian government was unable to offer any consistent resistance to Hitler’s aggressive policy, but 
capitulated under Hitler’s threats and pressure from England and France. The Soviet Union offered, according 
to the Agreement on Mutual Assistance of 1935, armed assistance against a fascist aggression. This offer was 
not accepted.

The FIR connects the memory of the “Munich Dictate” 80 years ago with the demand to the German Federal 
Government to explain clearly that the Munich Agreement was “unlawful from the beginning”.
In addition, international law must be reaffirmed in inter-state relations. The United Nations and its founda-
tions need to be respected again. The implementation of imperial power politics by military means and the 
threat of war, as we had to relive it in recent years in different parts of the world, must not become international 
normality.
The memory of the blackmail of a small state and the “appeasement policy” against aggressive expansionism 
80 years ago must today become a reactivation of a policy of peaceful coexistence that has prevented military 
escalation even in the Cold War years.

Ulrich Schneider

Vice-president Filippo Giuffrida in Sicily

During a private trip in 
May 2018 FIR-Vice-pres-
ident Filippo Giuffrida 
visited the Sicily-Rome 
American Cemetery. 

The World War II Sici-
ly-Rome American Cem-
etery and Memorial site 
near by Nettuno covers 
the immense field of 
headstones of 7,860 of 
American military war 
dead. 

The majority of these in-
dividuals died in the lib-
eration of Sicily (July 10 
to August 17, 1943) and 
in the landings in the 
Salerno Area (September 
9, 1943). 
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Spain: Will the Franco Commemoration be terminated?

For many years, Spanish anti-fascists, as well as international organizations of the Spanish fighters and their 
friends, have demanded that the fascist memorial in the so-called “Valley of the Fallen” should finally be reded-
icated and no longer a place of pilgrimage for Franco’s glorification.

At the end of August, the Spanish Cabinet finally passed a 
decree to exhume the remains of former dictator Franco of 
the Church in the so-called Valley of the Fallen. This was 
one of the electoral promises after the government takeover 
by no-confidence motion by Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez 
of the Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE). Although 
the Vice-Prime Minister Carmen Calvo said that “not a 
minute may be lost”. However, in compliance with all dead-
lines, she calculates that it could even be winter. They will 
do the exhumation before the end of the year, she promised.

The decree must also pass the Parliament. The People’s Par-
ty (PP), which emerged from the former Franco adminis-
tration, has already threatened to file a constitutional complaint. The right-wing Ciudadanos party (citizens) 
also announced that it will not support the exhumation. Officially, party leader Albert Rivera hides behind it, 
the party does not agree that the process happens by decree. This is also the role of the PP, which has never 
distanced itself from the dictator or Franco’s coup against the republic.

Before the parliamentary decision on the decree, the antifascist forces in Spain demand that not only the bones 
be exhumed, but that a real overhaul of the dictatorship and the crimes must begin. The Republican Left of Cat-
alonia (ERC) wants to approve the decree only if the injustices of Francoism are annulled. Because among them 
is the verdict against the ERC party leader and president of Catalonia Lluis Companys. He had been arrested by 
the Gestapo in France and extradited to Spain. After severe torture, he was executed. Although the exhumation 
of Franco is “symbolically significant”, but the ERC wants to go far beyond. It demands the „reparation of all 
victims of Francoism“. Even the Left Party Podemos does not want to leave it 43 years after the peaceful death 
of the dictator in an exhumation. With the “amnesty”, the Franco supporters themselves have indulged, must be 
put an end. “Francoist criminals” would have to be punished, demanded the parliamentary speaker of the party 
Ione Belarra. In fact, it was a final stroke law because only crimes that have been condemned can be amnestied. 
Franquists were never put on trial. To date, Spain is boycotting all attempts to bring the perpetrators to justice 
with regard to the “amnesty”.

The pilgrimage site for fascists should become in future a memorial to the victims of fascism. But how it should 
look more accurate, is still completely unclear. An estimated 34,000 people were buried with the remnants of 
the dictators in the valley, mostly Republicans, anarchists, communists, and Basque and Catalan nationalists. 
There are also forced laborers who did not survive the construction.
Several relatives of victims demand the closure of the mausoleum. The Basque Nationalist Party (PNV) argues 
with others for a demolition. The Spanish Minister of Culture had pronounced a memorial on the model of 
Auschwitz as “Auschwitz of Francoism”, so that “people do not forget the horror”.

In addition, the question must be politically decided whether next to Franco and other coup leaders are brought 
from their memorials. Just recently, the family of the putsch José Sanjurjo Sacanel has reached a verdict that 
the ex-fascist exhumed two years ago is to be buried again in the crypt in Pamplona. The left city government 
had removed him from the monument to the fallen and announced opposition to the decision. The question is, 
how one can deal with the military who openly defend the dictator and the dictatorship. Former military and 
reservists - including senior figures such as former Chief of Staff Luis Alejandre Sintes - have given the dictator 
“respect” in a manifesto and are attacking an “infamous campaign” of the “left” with the “perverse exhumation” 
plan. And the fascist and Franco supporter organizations in Spain have called for rallies and resistance to the 
“desecration of the tomb” of Franco.

The anti-fascist organizations in Spain and beyond are challenged not to miss the chance to make a visible 
break with the Franco-fascist dictatorship.

Ulrich Schneider
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MEASZ held its regular general Assembly

The MEASZ (Hungarian Federation of Resis-
tance Fighters and Anti-Fascists) held on May 
29th its general assembly of the delegates, which 
passed its public benefit report and the report of 
the Presidency. 

It handed over the challenge cup to the Ba-
jcsy-Zsilinszky Commemoration Committee of 
Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County for its excellent 
work, and re-elected the presidency. 
By secret ballot, Vilmos Hanti was unanimously 
re-elected as president - this time by tenth occa-
sion.  

On the picture, the old- new president hands 
over the cup to Zoltán Pál.  
Photo: Tamás Hirshler

To the public relations of the FIR

In today’s media age, it is imperative that anti-fascists are heard medially. Therefore, the FIR is working to 
disseminate its information through various channels to member associations, political stakeholders and the 
press.
The publishing of the FIR Bulletin is a way of getting to know the FIR policy. The respective issues are distrib-
uted by post in about forty European countries and some non-European regions. Electronically, the respec-
tive issues are also forwarded by some member associations in their country. If you would like to receive the 
respective issue as a PDF document for electronic dissemination, please inform the office of the FIR (office@
fir.at). Of course, reports, explanations and statements can be found on the FIR website (www.fir.at). Here the 
texts are published mainly in German and English. An important medium is our Facebook page (https://www.
facebook.com/FederationInternationaleResistants/), which was previously subscribed by 650 people. There are 
still many opportunities here, in particular to allow young antifascists access to the FIR.

The most recent product of our communications strategy is the weekly English and German language newslet-
ter, which arrives at the beginning of the week with a more detailed message for anti-fascists in the electronic 
mailbox. This newsletter is also distributed to representatives of the press and other interested parties. If you 
would like to receive this newsletter regularly, please contact the office of the FIR (office@fir.at).

We also like to make these communication channels available to the member associations. Organizations that 
want to publicize important policy statements, reports or announcements for major events and events inter-
nationally can do so through these channels of FIR communication. Therefor we need the texts as soon as 
possible in English, German or French.
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FIR is worried about the planned demolition of 75 monuments in honor of the Soviet lib-
erators in Poland

A few days ago, the Polish “National Memory Institute” prepared a list of 75 Soviet monuments whose demoli-
tion is recommended. The reason for this desecration of the memory is that these monuments are not located 
in cemeteries.
The official reasoning reads: “The Polish side considers that the interpretation of the agreement concerns only 
the bilateral protection of cemeteries and burial places. According to this interpretation, symbolic monuments, 
namely the monuments for gratitude to the Red Army, which are not part of the military cemeteries and me-
morials, are not part within the scope of the Treaty (for the protection of monuments). “

The FIR considers this action by state Polish institutions against Soviet war monuments to be unlawful and 
historically immoral. It denies the fact that more than half a million soldiers and officers of the Red Army have 
committed their lives in liberating Poland.

In a joint letter from the FIR and the Russian Veterans Committee of May 2018 to the Polish veterans’ associa-
tions and the Polish public, it is recalled: “The Soviet soldiers did not come to Poland themselves. Their advance 
was agreed during the war with the Polish government, which was in London. When the Soviet soldiers deliv-
ered the liberation, they also did it for the Polish people. “
Hence the demand: “We should not fight against the monuments to the Soviet soldiers, the liberators, but for 
our common future for a civilized democratic way of remembrance.”

In this sense, the FIR also welcomes the proposal of the Russian Federation Council to recognize the victory 
over National Socialism as a World Heritage of Humanity. This would also protect the monuments to the fight-
ers against National Socialism in all countries of the world as an international monument of the Second World 
War.

Communists in the resistance against fascism and capital
Exhibition and symposium in the Netherlands

While we often in recent months have had to report on historical revisionism, this time we can annotate a good 
example of anti-fascist historical work.

The Nationaal Bevrijdingsmuseum 1944-1945 in Groesbeek tells the impressive history of communist resis-
tance in the Netherlands in a fascinating special exhibition “The Communists. In the Resistance to Fascism and 
Capital”, which will be on view from 2 May to 28 October 2018.
From the first day of the German occupation of the Netherlands, the entire Communist Party of the Nether-
lands (CPN) became a national resistance organization. The illegal CPN soon counted thousands of resistance 
fighters, many of whom had valuable experience in illegal activities. Despite the persecution, the resistance 
newspaper “De Waarheid” was spread throughout the country in 1940 and the communist resistance is con-
sidered the originator of the February 1941 strike. Numerous posters, newspapers, photos and other media 
illustrate the exhibition. On display is a duplicator that printed “De Waarheid” and a sabotage tool used to 
derail trains. The persecution of the Communists is told by the impressive drawings of Henri Pieck and the 
extraordinary chess game that Nico Mourer made during his imprisonment of breadcrumbs.

In connection with this exhibition, on 19 May 2018 a historic symposium took place. The guest speaker partic-
ipated Max van den Berg, the Michel Vanderborght award winner, who had attended as a 14-year-old with his 
classmates on Docker’s strike in February 1941.
Other speakers at the symposium included Rien Dijkstra, the son of a former Spain fighter and board member 
of the Spanish Foundation 1936-1939. He reported on the Dutch volunteers in the Spanish Civil War. Other 
historians and experts reported on the resistance in various parts of the country and the “Action CPN”, the 
German arrest after the attack on the Soviet Union.
The museum in Groesbeek was surprised by the great interest in this conference. Already days before, it an-
nounced on its website that the symposium was fully booked. The exhibition and symposium were a contribu-
tion to the Dutch “Year of Resistance 2018”.

Post script: With great sadness, we had to learn a few weeks after the symposium that Rien Dijkstra has died. The 
anti-fascist movement and the friends of the Spanish Republic thus lose a committed collaborator and convincing 
representative of the historical work-up.
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New memorial plaques in Prague for resistance fighters
Prague. On 18 June 2018, new commemorative plaques were 
unveiled in Prague, reminiscent of the Czechoslovak resis-
tance fighters who were involved in the 1942 assassination 
of the SS Obergruppenfuhrer and deputy German governor 
Reinhard Heydrich. 

The brass panels embedded in the sidewalk opposite the 
Cyril and Method Church were inaugurated in the presence 
of numerous politicians. The Slovak Jozef Gabcik and the 
Czech Jan Kubis had assassinated Heydrich on 27 May 1942 
in Prague with a hand grenade. The high-ranking Nazi suc-
cumbed to his injuries a few days later.

Impressive opening of the exhibition “European Resistance” in Dortmund

At the beginning of June 2018, the largest Dortmund educational and meeting place, the Dietrich Keuning 
House, opened the FIR exhibition “European Resistance to Nazism 1922-1945”. In front of about 150 guests, 
including many young people, the Mayor of Dortmund, Birgit Jörder, welcomed the interested parties and 
emphasized the significance of anti-fascist remembrance work for the city society. The Secretary General of the 
FIR, Ulrich Schneider, introduced in the concept of the exhibition. In his introductory speech, he explained the 
historical conception and the substantive focus of this exhibition. He emphasized that this exhibition should 
be a “motivator” for today, not only to deal with history, but also to counter current trends in right wing de-
velopment. During the break, he made a short tour with numerous guests and showed the implementation of 
the concept on selected boards.
The highlight of the opening was undoubtedly the appearance of the time-witness Esther Bejarano (girls’ or-
chestra of Auschwitz), who read from her memories and then with her grandson Joram and the Microphone 
Mafia designed a concert with anti-fascist and Yiddish songs.
The exhibition will be presented in Dortmund for four weeks. Numerous school classes and youth groups 
have already announced their visit. In addition, the exhibition will be supplemented by several content-related 
accompanying events. Among them are a reading of the daughters of Peter and Ettie Gingold, who fought in 
the French resistance, and a recitation evening with Dortmund actors who will recite texts by famous German 
authors on fascism and anti-fascist resistance.
The opening was accompanied by a television team of WDR (public TV) and the Free Radio Dortmund.

Common commemoration in Slovakia
In Trebišov (Slovakia) on the occasion of the 74th anniversary of the start of the Slovak antifascist resistance 
the representatives 
of the territorial 
organizations of 
the Ukrainian an-
tifascists and the 
Hungarian antifas-
cists (MEASZ) laid 
down wreath to-
gether with the ter-
ritorial association 
of Slovak fighters. 

The event shows a 
good example that 
based on the anti-
fascist principles a 
successful territori-
al cooperation can 
arise between the 
antifascists of sev-
eral countries.

Photo MEASZ
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Obituary for Pavel Vranský (1921 - 2018) - veteran of the anti-Hitler coalition

With deep sorrow, it must announce that last Sunday our friend and comrade Pavel Vranský, one of the last 
Czech witnesses of the fight for the freedom of the country against the fascist occupation, died at the age of 97 
years.

Pavel Vranský was born in 1921 in a Jewish family in Ostra-
va. After the occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1939 by the 
German Wehrmacht, he immigrated to Poland and joined 
the Czechoslovak Legion. After the fascist raid on Poland in 
September 1939, he was interned for some time in the Soviet 
Union, before he joined the 11th Czechoslovak infantry regi-
ment in the Middle East in the early 1940s. There he fought on 
the British side in the Africa campaign, f. e. in Tobruk. After 
his training as a pilot, he belonged to the 311st Czechoslovak 
bomber squadron in the ranks of the RAF. Even after the war, 
he remained connected to aviation.
For many decades, Pavel Vranský worked within the Czech 
Union of Freedom Fighters (ČSBS) for the historical memory 
work. The memory of the struggle of the International Bri-
gades in Spain was important to him. Only a few years ago 
he organized an international conference on the history of 
the Czechoslovakian Spain fighters. Several times, he was a 
delegate of the ČSBS at the regular congresses of the Interna-
tional Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR) - Association of 
Anti-Fascists. In 2017, he was named Honorary Brigadier by 
Czech President Zeman in recognition of his activities.

Our sympathy is with his wife Anna Vranská and her three daughters. We would also like to express our con-
dolences to the comrades of ČSBS. We will not forget Pavel Vranský.

Congratulations from the FIR to the Association of Slovenian Fighters ZZB NOB
The International Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR) - Association of Anti-fascists warmly congratulated 
the Association of Slovenian Fighters on their 70th anniversary. The public ceremony on the central square of 
Ljubljana was very well attended. Also representatives of the political public, including the representative of the 
Slovenian president, gave the antifascist federation the honor.
In a letter of greeting, the president of the FIR Vilmos Hanti emphasized:

We see your organization ZZB NOB Slovenje as a valuable partner in the international community of anti-
fascist and veteran federations. Over the decades of your existence, you have proven repeatedly that you have 
made successful progress in remembering and preserving the legacy of women and men of resistance and 
persecution.

In the same way, you have repeatedly asked yourself for the new political tasks, as your current petition on the 
prohibition of the use and public display of Nazi and fascist symbols shows. We as FIR have gladly supported 
this petition with conviction.

We wish your ceremony in Ljubljana a good response. We would like to stay also in the future in close militant 
solidarity with you.
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ZZB NOB Slovenia started a petition against using fascist symbols

The Association of National Liberation Front (NAB) fighters represents an initiative with which it wants to 
obtain public support for the regulation of the following areas:

1) the prohibition of the use and public display of Nazi and fascist symbols and symbols of social, political and 
military formations, which during the Second World War co-operated with the fascist and Nazi occupiers,

2) the prohibition of the use of hate speech in the media and in the political parquet,

3) prohibiting the establishment, training and training, and the financing, equipping and armaments of para-
military units in the territory of the Republic of Slovenia.
***
We invite you to express, with your signature, a clear support for a decisive struggle against new forms of fas-
cism and social decline, thus opening the way to a society of solidarity and progress.

Of cause, FIR supports this initiative and General Secretary of FIR signed this petition 

Commemoration of deportation from Kispest
In the perspective of historical revisionism the Hungarian President Victor Orbán reached a new “high score”. 
In a public statement he mentioned: “Horthy was an exceptional statesman.” Against such kinds of historical 
revision the antifascists of Hungary also wanted to bring their ideas to the public. 

Upon the initiative of the local MEASZ organization, the local municipality of Kispest, the 19th district of Bu-
dapest, has declared 30th of June as a day of mourning, when during the time of Holocaust, Horthy’s policy led 
to the deportation of 3000 inhabitants of Kispest, mainly Jews, but also Gypsies and political resistance fighters. 

Every year, György Vinczek deputy-mayor and Miklós Iványi, priest of the local congregation of the Hungarian 
Church of the Evangelical Fellowship participate on the commemorations. This year, was the ninth occasion 
when we remembered the Holocaust of Kispest. It is a pleasure that the Association for the catching up of lo-
cal Roma citizens had been also involved in the commemoration 4 years ago. This year MEASZ remembered 
within their main organization. Many thanks for it!
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Providing information to Nazi persecutees in the International Tracing Service (ITS)

The need to reconstruct the ways of persecution and clarify the fate of close relatives explain the continuously 
high level of requests received by the International Tracing Service in recent years. Of course, this is not sur-
prising since in 2017, in addition to about 8% of the highly elderly survivors, it is the second and third genera-
tion in search of individual “puzzle pieces” of the persecution fate of their own parents or grandparents. 

The motives for the search and thus the inquiries at the ITS are manifold: The formerly persecuted and survi-
vors were often unable to talk about their traumatic experiences, or could not and did not want to burden their 
close relatives with what they had to experience. Often they also spoke very late or did not have the opportunity 
and strength to do so. The second generation, also often consciously or unconsciously burdened, could not ask 
the questions it would have needed to work up and clarify. 

Often the courage came to face this (life) task, even with the death of the parents or the formerly persecuted. 
Or letters and documents of beloved relatives were first found in the estate and are therefore often the first 
information or reference to the persecution itself. Long-hidden or secret adoptions, which were communicat-
ed to children on their deathbed, are a frequent trigger for the very late Search for one’s own identity and the 
roots of the origin. Frequently it also takes a time interval, not infrequently that of a whole generation, which 
is why the ITS is currently recording a large increase in inquiries from the generation of grandchildren. For 
several years now, the ITS has received approximately 20,000 inquiries per year for the sole purpose of finding 
and determining the fate of its relatives. These reach the ITS mainly from Poland, Russia, Germany, the USA, 
France and Israel. In addition, the ITS also receives inquiries about burial sites and citizenship inquiries, as 
well as requests from the end of 2014 under the so-called “ghetto pensions” and the one-off payments granted 
to former Soviet prisoners of war since 2015.

As a consequence of the opening of the archive in 2007, 
relatives of the ITS will receive in digital form a copy of 
all documents held in the ITS archive as information on 
their request, on which the name of the requested person 
will appear. These are used in a chronological order and 
with a corresponding inscription, for better understand-
ing, explaining what kind of document it is about.

Furthermore, the information contains important references to other archives and institutions worldwide, 
which could possibly provide further important information in the case of the individual persecution path. In 
addition, the applicants receive background information on the existing documents and further information 
on the understanding of the historical sources. In addition, the ITS offers a detailed analysis of the researched 
documents. Aids for a better understanding of the documents kept in the ITS, such as e.g. a glossary and a list 
of abbreviations on the website should also provide important background information. Further aids are in 
progress. 
For application purposes, the online application form for victims of Nazi persecution, relatives and their rep-
resentatives can be found on the ITS website in German, English, Polish, Russian and French. The information 
is also provided in the languages   listed.

Anna Meier-Osiński is Head of Department “Information on Nazi Persecutees” of the International Tracing Service (ITS)
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